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Asymptotic Stability of Pasinetti and Dual Equilibria in a
Growth Model with Robinson Type Investment Function and

Keynes-Wicksell Adjustment Process

TORII, Akio

ABSTRACT. Samuelson-Modigliani developed the duality theorem by ap-
plying the neoclassical growth model. We should now ask whether the du-
ality theorem is intrinsic to the macro growth theory or it depends on the
neoclassical growth model. This paper examines the dual theorem rather in
the Keynesian world. Our model assumes an independent Robinsonian in-
vestment function and the Keynes-Wicksel adjustment process. Our main
result is: if the adjustment speed of the product price is faster compared to
that of money wage rate, then the duality theorem does not hold for any
magnitude of saving propensity and the shape of production function, while
a dynamically stable steady growth path with full employment is, if ever
exists, only the path that supports Pasinetti theorem.

Keywords: Pasinetti’s theorem, Robinsonian animal spirits,
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1. Pasinetti’s Theorem and the Duality Theorem

1.1. Pasinetti’s theorem vs. the duality theorem. Pasinetti(1962) presented
a proposition that asserts: On the full employment steady state growth path, the
rate of profit does not depend on the rate of saving of the working class. This
proposition was derived by the Kaldorian effective demand principle and the
necessary conditions for the steady state growth path. The model employed for
the proof was, however, not complete to determine production and investment
at each time point. The effective demand principle works only in the equality
of investment and saving, and the independence of the investment from the
saving does not work in full in his proof. Thus, the effective demand principle
is not crucial for Pasinetti’s theorem.
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Indeed, Pasinetti’s theorem can be derived simply from the necessary con-
dition for the steady state growth path. The amount of capital owned by the
capitalist class, Kc , brings about the profit income, rKc , where r is the rate
of profit. Since the capitalist class saves sc of income, capital increases by
scrKc . Hence, their capital is accumulated by the rate of scr . In the steady
state growth path, all real variables grow in the same rate, so that scr is equal
to the rate of labour growth n. Then, one obtains r D

n

sc
. This is Pasinetti’s

theorem. Since Pasinetti’s theorem is derived from the Kaldorian distribution
basis, in what follows we call it the Kaldor-Pasinetti model, in short K-P, or
K-P model.

Pasinetti’s theorem left a point to be discussed, thus. Mead (1966) and
Samuelson-Modigliani(1966), abbreviated as S-M in the following, argued as
follows.

Let K denote the total amount of capital, and the dot differentiation by

the time. Differentiating
Kc

K
with respect to time, one obtains

Kc

K

 
PKC

KC

�
PK

K

!
.

Since proportions of real variables never change on the steady state growth

path, the differentiation should be 0.
PK

K
is the rate of accumulation of total

capital, and it should be equal to n for full employment. Hence, it follows that
the necessary condition for the steady state growth path is reduced to

(1.1) .scr � n/
Kc

K
D 0:

The set of solutions of this equation includes
Kc

K
D 0, in addition to scr D n.

Thus, there are 2 types of the steady state growth path: a path that justifies

the Pasinetti Theorem and a path with
Kc

K
D 0. The former path is denoted as

P -path and the latter as D-path throughout this paper. On D-path the relation
scr D n need not be hold. S-M claimed that both P -path and D-path can be
the steady state path depending on the values of parameters. They called their
conclusion the duality theorem. The duality theorem looks more comprehen-
sive. Is it really so?

1.2. Framework of the analyses. In order to prove the duality theorem S-
M employed a neoclassical growth model. The neoclassical growth model
relies on the marginal productivity theory in determining the rate of profit.
The mechanism is completely different from Kaldor’s theory of distribution
(Kaldor, 1956) that underlies Pasinetti’s theorem. What we consider is whether
the marginal productivity theory which replaces Kaldor’s distribution theory
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makes the duality theorem valid, or Pasinetti’s original model is not free from
the possibility of the stable D-path. In other words, the problem is to what
an extent the duality theorem depends on the framework of the neoclassical
growth model.

Needless to say, the necessary condition (1.1) cannot avoid the solution
KC

K
D 0. The problem is whether D-path is asymptotically stable or not. S-M

showed that D-path is asymptotically stable under some set of parameters and
a class of production functions. Hence, our task is to check the stability of
D-path in Pasinetti’s original framework without changing any basic settings.

One of the common features of Keynesian models is the independent in-
vestment function: the effective demand principle asserts that the investment is
determined independent of the determination of the savings. Thus, how much
the duality theorem is intrinsic to the neoclassical growth model rests on the
asymptotic stability of D-path in a growth model equipped with an indepen-
dent investment function. To check the asymptotic stability is the main task of
this paper.

1.3. Stability of the growth path and the adjustment process. In the Kaldo-
rian theory of distribution, distribution changes so as to raise savings which
is equivalent to the investment. This variable rate of savings characterizes
Kaldor’s model, that dealt with the instability in Harrod’s model. In order
for savings to change in accordance with changes in distribution, there should
exist multiple classes of agents who have different propensities to save: the
model needs the capitalists.

If there is no class of agents with higher saving rate, i.e.
Kc

K
D 0, then

Kaldor’s distribution mechanism can never work, so that the rate of savings will
be fixed. Hence, to keep the stability of D-path needs a distribution mechanism
which replaces the Kaldor’s mechanism of distribution and adjusts the savings
rate. Without such a mechanism the duality theorem does not hold in Kaldor’s
world. Conversely, if an appropriate mechanism of distribution is set up and
a short-run equilibrium is secured to exist, then there is a possibility that the
D-path is asymptotically stable for some set of parameters and a class of the
production function.

The S-M model is a neoclassical model with variable capital coefficient
and Say’s law which ensure the long-run stability. Irrespective of the existence
of capitalists, in other words, even if the rate of savings is not variable, the
economy is flexible enough to secure the stability of D-path.

Post Keynesian Review Vol. 1
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Darity(1981) has introduced the dynamic distribution model with an in-
dependent investment function. The investment function had three variables:
the marginal productivity of capital, the rate of interest, and the level of em-
ployment. Although he analyzed the stability of the steady state growth path,
his model is not appropriate to examine the duality because he introduced the
monetary authorities that function as an adjusting mechanism. The stability
is ensured by the assumption even if no capitalists exist. His model will be
examined later in this paper.

As is shown in the following analysis, the stability of the growth path,
the conclusion, depends on the setting of the short-run economic framework.
This is inevitable because what matters here is the stability of D-path in the
economy which embodies the Kaldorian distribution theory.1

The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 will be dedicated to the
setting of our model. Section 3 will focus on the equilibrium points of the
model and their asymptotic stability, and presents three propositions with their
proof.

2. The Model

2.1. Variables, parameters and basic relations. The variables and constants
that are employed in the following will be defined as follows:

Let Y; Kc; Kw ; K; I and L denote, respectively, the real level of produc-
tion, the amount of capital owned by the capitalist class, the amount of capital
owned by the working class, the total amount of capital, the level of invest-
ment, and the amount of labour. Let P be the nominal price of products, W be
the money wage rate, and r be the rate of profit. All those are variables.

As for constants: n; sw ; sc; ˛ and ˇ denote respectively the growth rate
of labour, the saving rate of the working class, the saving rate of the capitalist
class, the adjustment speed of prices in the products market, and the adjustment
speed of money wages in the labour market.

Variables are transformed into simpler forms as follows:

(2.1) k �
K

L
; t �

Kc

K
; y �

Y

K
; w �

W

P
:

In addition, one has:

(2.2) K D Kc C Kw :

1Morishima(1977) mentioned the importance of price mechanism for the validity of
Pasinetti theorem.
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It is assumed that the economy is equipped with a well-behaved production
function Y D F.K; L/, that is homogeneous with degree 1:

(2.3) Y D F.K; L/ D L � F

�
K

L
; 1

�
� Lf .k/:

This defines the function f .�/. One obtains that

f .k/ D w C rk:(2.4)

We assume the production function well behaved:

(2.5) y.k/ �
Y

K
D

f .k/

k
> fk; lim

k!0

f .k/

k
D 1; f .0/ > 0:

K-P took up the steady state growth path with full employment. The as-
sumption of full employment affects much to the setting of the model, so that
some preliminary considerations are necessary before considering the price
adjustment process that is related to investment and saving. Full employment
considered in K-P is the growth path in which the rate of investment exceeds
the rate of labour growth, so that labour demand is always greater than labour
supply.2 It is the “restricted golden age”(Robinson(1962)). Thus, we confine
the following analysis to full employment induced by the bottleneck caused by
low natural growth rate. K-P assumed that in such a situation price adjustment
is faster than changes in demand, and analyzed the adjustment mechanism of
distribution. If the assumption of full employment is removed, price adjustment
will not be relatively fast enough, so that one should introduce the quantity ad-
justment mechanism with unemployment into the model. Then, distribution is
adjusted by a different mechanism. Darity’s model assumes that the monetary
authority takes appropriate measures so as to realize full employment.

In the neighbourhood of the steady state growth path with full employ-
ment, the condition that labour demand exceeds labour supply is equivalent
to the condition that planned investment exceeds savings, as will be shown in
the next section. Therefore, if full employment in the above meaning is as-
sumed, then disequilibrium that ex ante investment is always greater than ex
post savings arises. In this paper, in order to cope with this disequilibrium, it
is assumed that part of investment exceeding savings will never be realized.
In other words, only the part that matches ex ante savings is realized. This
assumption is highly neoclassical, but innocent: it does not affect the conclu-
sion. This is because, irrespective of adjustment of short-run disequilibrium,
the price adjustment mechanism determines the property of the model. Even

2See Pasinetti(1974), pp.100-1.
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if one assumes, for example, that a certain part of investment and/or savings is
realized, the qualitative nature of the conclusion will not be altered. Remark
that under this assumption, consumption of the working class is realized, so
that it is consistent with full employment.

In the next place, take savings and capital accumulation. Labourers save
sw of wage income wL and profit income rKw , whilst capitalists do sc of profit
income rKc . From the assumption mentioned above, savings are all realized,
so that capital accumulation is expressed by:

PKw D sw.wL C rKw/;(2.6)
PKc D scrKc:(2.7)

The total of savings in the economy is given by sw.wL C rKw/ C scrKc:

If ex ante investment exceeds savings, the product price rises in proportion
to the difference between investment and savings. Let ˛ denote the adjustment
speed, and

(2.8)
PP

P
D ˛

I � fsw.wL C rKw/ C scrKcg

K
:

Under this price adjustment mechanism, changes in prices should be faster than
changes in demand, especially investment, so that the rate of profit varies. This
price adjustment mechanism plays a central role in the K-P distribution mech-
anism, and is called the Keynes-Wicksell adjustment by Stein(1966, 1970) that
discussed the adjustment of disequilibrium between savings and investment in
a monetary growth model.

In the third place, consider the adjustment of money wages in the labour
market. Labour supply increases with a fixed rate (natural rate of growth n),
that is

(2.9) PL D nL:

Full employment is defined as a state with labour demand exceeding labour
supply. Let Xd denote for labour demand. Since the well-behaved production
function is assumed, one has w D FL.K; Xd /. Let w� D FL.K; L/, and, in
the neighbourhood of full employment, one obtains

Xd � L � w�
� w � FL.K; L/ � w:

Therefore, the full employment assumption is represented by:

(2.10) FL.K; L/ � w:

The Japanese Society for Post Keynesian Economics
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Remark that the condition (2.10) does not restrict any basic parameters of
the model. It restricts only the equilibrium to confine the analysis within full
employment situation.

The labour market is adjusted in such a way that the money wage rate
increases in proportion to the difference between labour demand and supply
Xd � L; let ˇ denote the adjustment speed, and one obtains

(2.11)
PW

W
D ˇ.FL � w/:

With a well-behaved production function, the marginal productivity is in-
troduced in (2.10) and (2.11). Remark, however, that except the case ˇ ! 1

the setting alone does not determine the rate of profit.
Ex post investment is restricted by savings, (2.6) and (2.7), and the above

(2.10) and (2.11) are all deeply coloured by neoclassical tone, but these are
employed here just to make model analysis clear. Even with these assumptions
and settings, the rate of profit and distribution change in accordance with wage
rise and increases in product prices. Therefore, the rate of profit is simulta-
neously determined with the equilibrium in the product market, where the ef-
fective demand principle governs. Distribution is not determined by marginal
productivity alone.

As for the investment function, we employ the Robinson type animal spir-
its investment function. The higher the rate of profit, the greater the capitalists’
motivation for investment. In the “restricted golden age” of Robinson(1962),
it is suggested that investment is controlled by the rate of interest when the in-
vestment motivation is not fully satisfied. Since our argument here is confined
to the real terms, it is assumed, as suggested by Robinson, that investment is
held down if employment is restricted, that is, if FL > w or r > fk . Since
fk is a decreasing function of k, fk deviates more from r and suppresses the
investment, as k increases. It is also assumed that the effect of animal spirits
is diminishing. Furthermore, it is assumed that they require a positive profit
rate, ro, ensured to implement the investment. This minimum rate may be
interpreted as the smallest risk premium.3 Thus, one obtains the following in-
vestment function:

(2.12) I � g.r; k/K;

3K-P also assumed the existence of the least profit rate for motivating investment. See
Pasinetti(1974), p.101, note 26.
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with

(2.13) gr > 0; grr < 0; gk < 0; if r > roI g D 0; if r � ro;

where ro > 0: This investment function is the simplest with the characteristics
common to Keynesian models. The capitalists behind this investment function
are active entrepreneurs: it is faithful to K-P.

2.2. Comments on Darity. The above model differs from Darity’s most re-
markably in the adjustment mechanism. Since the working of the adjustment
mechanism affects the choice of investment functions, some comments will be
made on Darity’s model. Darity introduced the investment function of the form

I D g.fk; r; e/K;

with gfk
< 0; gr < 0 and ge > 0, where r is a rental price of capital, so that it

can be interpreted as the rate of interest, and e denotes the level of employment.
Monetary authorities adjust the rate of interest to achieve full employment:

Pr D .e � 1/:

The level of employment is determined by the equilibrium in the product mar-
ket

I.fk; r; e/ D S.k; e; t; r/;

where S stands for savings of the economy as a whole. It is assumed that
Ie < Se. From this assumption, in the neighbourhood of full employment
e D 1,

e ? 1 ” I.fk; r; e D 1/ ? S.k; e D 1; t; r/;

where k; r and t are historically given. Therefore, the adjustment process is
rewritten as

Pr � I.fk; r; e D 1/ � S.k; e D 1; t; r/:

As pointed out previously, whether the dual theorem holds or not depends on
the existence of stable equilibrium in the economy without capitalists, that is,
in the economy in which the rate of savings of the economy does not change in
accordance with changes in distribution. In Darity’s model, it is assumed that
if there is no capitalist class .t D 0/, savings do not depend on r that reflects
distribution:

Pr � I.fk; r; e D 1/ � S.k; e D 1; t D 0/:

The Japanese Society for Post Keynesian Economics
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This is his adjustment rule on r . The process makes investment equal to sav-
ings and brings about a stable equilibrium, because Ir < 0.4 Hence, in the
neighbourhood of t D 0, Darity’s model shows similar characteristics with
the S-M neoclassical growth model. Therefore, it is inappropriate to analyze
the relationship between the K-P theorem and neoclassical growth model. In
our model, the stability of equilibria depends on the setting of the investment
function, and not on something else.

2.3. Summary of the model. In this paper, we employ a simple investment
function, as described above. Our investment function will not automatically
ensure the stability of equilibrium. r remains to be the rate of profit.

The framework of our analysis is now complete. Variables that are con-
trolled by (2.3)–(2.13) are K; Kw ; Kc; P; W and L, on the given initial values
of Y; r; g.r/ and FL.

By transforming variables in view of (2.1)–(2.2), one obtains

Pr D .fk � r/fswy.k/ C rt.sc � sw/ � ng � .y.k/ � r/�(2.14)

Œˇk.r � fk/ � ˛fg.r; k/ � swy.k/ � rt.sc � sw/g� ;

Pt D tfscr � swy.k/ � rt.sc � sw/g;(2.15)

Pk D kfswy.k/ C rt.sc � sw/ � ng:(2.16)

3. Stability of Equilibria

This section analyses the stability of equilibria determined by the system of
equations (2.14)-(2.16). Equilibria are solutions of Pr D Pt D Pk D 0:

.fk � r/fswy.k/ C rt.sc � sw/ � ng � .y.k/ � r/�(3.1)

Œˇk.r � fk/ � ˛fg.r; k/ � swy.k/ � rt.sc � sw/g� D 0;

tfscr � swy.k/ � rt.sc � sw/g D 0;(3.2)

kfswy.k/ C rt.sc � sw/ � ng D 0:(3.3)

From (3.3), one gets k D 0 or

(3.4) swy.k/ C rt.sc � sw/ � n D 0:

4More rigorously, one has to check the stability of solutions of the system of simultaneous
equations, i.e. the monetary adjustment and capital accumulation. Capital accumulation is
expressed by

Pk D kfg.k; r; e/ � ng:

It is easily seen that the stability condition for t D 0 is gr < 0.

Post Keynesian Review Vol. 1
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Remark that k D 0 is not an asymptotically stable solution, because, in view
of assumption (2.5), y.k/ is sufficiently high in the neighbourhood of k D 0,
which implies Pk > 0 from (2.16). Hence, k D 0 cannot be an asymptotically
stable solution. Therefore, (3.4) gives the asymptotically stable solution that
satisfies (3.3).

Rewrite (3.1) and (3.2) by using (3.4), and one obtains:

.y � r/Œˇk.r � fk/ � ˛fg.r/ � ng� D 0;(3.5)

t .scr � n/ D 0:(3.6)

Meanwhile, from (2.4), and w > 0, one has

(3.7) y > r:

Hence, (3.5) implies

(3.8) ˇk.r � fk/ D ˛fg.r; k/ � ng:

The condition of full employment (2.10) is rewritten, in view of (2.4) and
(3.8), as

(3.9) r � fk:

Therefore, in the neighbourhood of the steady state growth path,

(3.10) g.r; k/ � n;

from (3.8) and (3.9).
The point that g � n is equivalent to w � FL, mentioned in Section 2, is

clear from the above mathematical manipulation.
Now, in view of (3.6), one sees that there are 2 equilibria: the one with

t D 0 and the other with scr D n. t D 0, (3.4), and (3.8), give an equilibrium,
D-path, and scr D n, (3.4), and (3.8), give another equilibrium, P -path. On
D-path, r depends on sw , whilst on P -path, r depends solely on sc and n.

If both of two paths can be asymptotically stable depending on the values
of the parameters, the duality theorem is valid. If only P -path is asymptotically
stable, then Pasinetti’s theorem is true. Then, as a first step, we assume the
existence of equilibria and check the conditions for asymptotic stability.

By linearizing (2.14)–(2.16) in the neighbourhood of equilibrium, one gets
the following Jacobi matrix:

J D

0B@ A B C

tfsc � t.sc � sw/g scr � swy.k/ � 2rt.sc � sw/ �swt.fk�y/

k

kt.sc � sw/ kr.sc � sw/ sw.fk � y/

1CA
The Japanese Society for Post Keynesian Economics
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where,

A D .fk � r/t.sc � sw/ � .y � r/f.ˇk � ˛gr/ C ˛t.sc � sw/g;

B D r.sc � sw/�;

C D sw.fk � y/� � .y � r/fˇk.r � fk � kfkk/ � ˛gkg;

with � D fk � r � ˛.y � r/.
First we check the stability of D-path assuming its existence. When t D 0,

then the Jacobi matrix is

JD D

0B@.r � y/.ˇk � ˛gr/ B C

0 sc � rswy.k/ 0

0 kr.sc � sw/ sw.fk � y/

1CA :

The characteristic equation j�E � JDj D 0 is reduced to

f� � .r � y/.ˇk � ˛gr/gf� � .scr � swy.k//gf� � sw.fk � y/g D 0:

One obtains 3 real roots:

� D .r � y/.ˇk � ˛gr/; scr � swy.k/; sw.fk � y/:

The local stability of the dynamic system along D-path requires all roots be
negative. With (2.5) and (3.7), one obtains equivalent conditions:

scr � swy.k/ < 0;(3.11)

ˇk � ˛gr > 0:(3.12)

Since t D 0, from (3.4), one has

(3.13) swy.k/ D n:

Hence, (3.11) is equivalent to

(3.14) scr < n:

Next, we check the stability of P -path. In view of (3.4), the Jacobi matrix
becomes: 0B@ A B C

tfsc � t.sc � sw/g �rt.sc � sw/ �
swt.fk�y/

k

kt.sc � sw/ kr.sc � sw/ sw.fk � y/

1CA ;

and its characteristic equation is reduced to

�3
C 2�2

C 1� C o D 0;

Post Keynesian Review Vol. 1
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where

2 D ı1 C fˇk � ˛gr C ˛t.sc � sw/gı2;(3.15)

1 D ı3 C ˛ı4 C ˇı5 C .ˇk � ˛gr/ı6;(3.16)

0 D ˇrscı5;(3.17)

and

ı1 D n � swfk C .r � fk/t.sc � sw/

> n � swfk > n � swy > rt.sc � sw/;

ı2 D y � r;

ı3 D rsct .sc � sw/.r � fk/;

ı4 D rsct .sc � sw/.y � r/;

ı5 D kt.sc � sw/.r � fk � kfkk/.y � r/;

ı6 D .y � r/.n � swfk/:

One can check easily that ıi > 0 .i D 1; � � � ; 6/ with (2.3), (3.4), (3.7), and
(3.9).

The Routh-Hurwitz theorem tells that necessary conditions for the local
stability of the system along P -path are,

2 > 0; 1 > 0; o > 0; 21 > o:

From the stability conditions of the dynamic system along the two equilib-
rium paths, one obtains the following 3 propositions that clarify the relations
between Pasinetti’s theorem and the duality theorem.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose
ˇ

˛
! 0. If D-path is asymptotically stable, it is

necessary that r ! 1 and gr ! 0 in equilibrium. This conclusion is true
irrespective of values of sc; sw and n.

Proof. From (3.10), (3.11) and (3.13), for the stability of D-path,

(3.18) g.r; k/ � n D swy.k/ > scr

should hold. From (2.13), however, if 0 < r � ro, then g.r; k/ D 0 <

scr , so that (3.18) does not hold. Thus, the condition (3.18) requires r > ro,
irrespective of the value of sc . With (3.7), it follows that

(3.19) y.k/ > r > ro:

The Japanese Society for Post Keynesian Economics
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Since y.k/ is a decreasing function, the set of k satisfying (3.19) is bounded
from the above. Let Nk � y�1.ro/ denote the supremum, and, in view of the
boundedness of k, one has

(3.20)
ˇ

˛
>

gr.r; k/

k
>

gr.r; Nk/

Nk

from (3.12).

When
ˇ

˛
! 0, gr ! 0 is necessary. Since we have assumed gr > 0 for

finite value of r as (2.13), r ! 1 is required for gr ! 0. □

The equilibrium depends on parameters like rates of savings. The propo-
sition above restricts the profit rate at the equilibrium. In order for the rate of
profit to be infinite, k ! 0 should hold from (3.7). Then, by (3.18) sw ! 0

and sc ! 0 should follow. The converse, however, is not true: sc ! 0 is not
sufficient for D-path to be stable when ˇ ! 0. Note that sw ; sc and n do not
appear in the condition (3.20).

Consider a possible assumption on the investment function,

gr.r; k/ > " > 0;

for all r > ro where " is a positive constant. Under this assumption, en-
trepreneurs maintain their investment motivation by animal spirits when the
positive minimum rate of profit is guaranteed. In other words, investment is
never saturated within the scope of analysis; since capitalists save a fixed part
of the profit income, it is hard to imagine that increases in profit will not result
in a greater amount of investment. This assumption keeps the Keynesian nature
of the model. Thus, if we introduce a lower bound for gr , the right-hand side of
(3.20) has a positive lower bound. Therefore, for the duality theorem to hold,
the adjustment speed of money wages should surpass a certain level in com-
parison with the price adjustment speed of the product market. If this value of
the lower bound depends on the parameters sc; sw and n, then one can confirm
the validity of the duality theorem that asserts the convergence of equilibrium
either to t D 0 or to scr D n, depending on the parameters. The proposition
asserts that it is not true. If the price adjustment speed in the product market is
relatively high, then for any rates of savings, and for any rate of labour growth,
D-path with t D 0 can never be asymptotically stable.

Apart from such a new assumption, Proposition 3.1 shows that in order
for the profit rate to be finite in equilibrium, the lower bound, that does not

depend on parameters, exists for the ratio
ˇ

˛
. This proposition depends only

Post Keynesian Review Vol. 1
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on the assumption on risk premium and animal spirits. This contrasts much to
Darity’s model in which gr < 0 plays an crucial role.

Contrast to the duality theorem, Pasinetti’s theorem holds even when the
adjustment speed of money wages is relatively slow. The next proposition
states this.

PROPOSITION 3.2. For an arbitrary positive number ˛, there exists a pair of
.sc; sw ; n/ such that P -path exists and asymptotically stable, even for the case
ˇ ! 0.

Proof. (1) The first half of the proof is dedicated to the proof of the existence
of equilibrium path satisfying scr D n when .˛; ˇ/ D .˛�; 0/, by choosing an
appropriate pair .sc; sw ; n/.

For an arbitrarily chosen ˛�, consider the case .˛; ˇ/ D .˛�; 0/. Put ˇ D 0

in (3.1)–(3.3), and the condition for t 6D 0 becomes

(3.21) g.r; k/ D swy.k/ C rt.sc � sw/ D scr D n:

Firstly, consider a special case of sw D 0. Then, (3.21) becomes

(3.22) g.r; k/ D scr D n; t D 1:

Take a positive k�, and consider an equation g.r; k�/ D scr with respect to r .
From (2.13), it follows that g.ro; k�/ D 0 < scr . This and grr < 0 enable us
to take a value of sc in such a way that g.r; k�/ D scr has at least 2 positive
solutions. Let sc

� be one such value. Let r1 and .r1 </r2 be the minimum and
the maximum among solutions, respectively, and it follows

gr.r1; k�/ > sc
�; gr.r2; k�/ < sc

�:

Let r2 be r�. One may choose k� so as to ensure y.k�/ > r� > fk.k�/.5

Hence, it is obvious that, at the point .sc; sw ; n/ D .sc
�; 0; sc

�r�/, .r�; k�; 1/

is a solution of (3.22).
Next, consider a solution at .sc

�; sw
��; sc

�r�/, which locates in the neigh-
bourhood of .sc; sw ; n/ D .sc

�; 0; sc
�r�/. One can check that .r; k; t/ D

.r�; k�; t��/, where t�� D
sc

�r��sw
��y.k�/

sc
�r��sw

��r� .< 1 because of y > r), is a so-
lution of (3.21). In fact, by choosing sufficiently small sw

��, one can get t��

that is sufficiently close to 1; hence, in view of gr.r�; k�/ < sc
�, it follows that

(3.23) gr.r�; k�/ < t��.sc
�

� sw
�/:

5In fact, the existence of such a k� is guaranteed as in the following: Take k� sufficiently
small, and the region .y.k�/; fk.k�// shifts upward. For such a k�, one can take sufficiently
small sc

�, and hence sufficiently large r�, so that r� lies inside of .y.k�/; fk.k�//.
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Thus one can choose .sc; sw ; n/ which ensures the existence of equilibrium
path satisfying scr D n when .˛; ˇ/ D .˛�; 0/.

(2) Now, we complete the proof. When ˇ > 0, the proof above for the
case ˇ D 0 is still valid and the existence of the equilibrium is ascertained for
sufficiently small value of ˇ.

For a positive value of ˇ, (3.23) is still true, if the value is sufficiently small.
Then, the coefficients of ˇ in (3.15) �(3.17) are all positive. Thus, positiveness
of coefficients of the characteristic equation is fulfilled for sufficiently small ˇ.

From (3.15)

2 D n � swfk C .r � fk/t.sc � sw/ C .ˇk � ˛.gr � t.sc � sw///ı2;

then one may choose sw in such a way that 2 > n, as a solution for sufficiently
small sw is considered here. Furthermore, one gets 1 > ˇı5; o D ˇrscı5 D

nˇı5. Hence, 21 > nˇı5 D o. Thus, stability is ensured for a sufficiently
small positive value of ˇ. □

Proposition 3.2 proves the validity of Pasinetti’s theorem in an extreme

case with
ˇ

˛
! 0 in order to contrast Pasinetti’s theorem with the duality theo-

rem. In view of the proof, it is clear that one can choose sc in such a way that r

satisfying g.r; k/ D scr is finite. Recall that the D-path is not asymptotically
stable for any parameters when r is finite in the case ˇ ! 0.

The last proposition demonstrates that Pasinetti’s theorem is valid for the
wider range of parameters than the duality theorem.

PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that there exists an asymptotically stable D-path
for arbitrary chosen .˛; ˇ/ and .sc

D; sw
D; nD/. Then, one can choose .sc; sw ; n/

so that there exists an asymptotically stable P -path for the same .˛; ˇ/.

Proof. Let .rD; kD; tD/ be the solution, one has

sc
DrD < nD;(3.24)

ˇkD
� ˛gr.rD; kD/ > 0:(3.25)

from the stability condition of D-path, (3.12) and (3.14). Let rP D
rD

sc
D

and it

is easy to see rP > rD.
Next, take .r; k/ that fulfills (3.8). By differentiating (3.8), one obtains

(3.26)
dk

dr
D �

ˇk � ˛gr

ˇ.r � fk � kfkk/ � ˛gk

;
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where the denominator is positive in view of r � fk > 0; fkk < 0 and gk < 0.

At .rD; kD/,
dk

dr
< 0 from (3.25). Let kP denote the value of k obtained from

(3.8) with r D rP , and it follows that

(3.27) ˇkP
� ˛gr.rP ; kP / > 0:

In fact, if (3.27) does not hold, at an r� such that rD < r� < rP ˇk D ˛gr

on the curve (3.8). Hence,
dk

dr

ˇ̌̌̌
rDr�

D 0. In addition,
dk

dr
> 0 at r D rP .

Therefore, k fulfilling (3.8) needs to be a local minimum at r D r�. In the
light of

d 2k

dr2
D

˛grr

ˇ.r � fk � kfkk/ � ˛gk

;

however, the denominator of this at r D r� is negative by assumption. This
contradicts that k is a local minimum at r D r�. Therefore, (3.27) is true. One

sees also from the above that for rD < r < rP ,
dk

dr
< 0. Hence, kP < kD.

One may take a sufficiently small sw
P in such a way that nD > sw

P y.kP /.

If tP is set as tp D
sc

DrP � sw
P y.kP /

sc
DrP � sw

P rP
, then tP < 1. This is because sc

DrP �

sw
P y.kP / > nD�sw

P y.kP / > 0, sc
DrP �sw

P y.kP / D .sc
D�sw

P /rP > 0,

and y.kP / > y.kD/ D
nD

sw
D

>
nD

sc
D

D rP .

Hence, at .sc
D; sw

P ; nD/, .rP ; kP ; tP / is a solution with scr D n.
As for the stability of the solution, it is clear that the coefficients, 2; 1

and o, of the characteristic equation are all positive. As in the proof of the
previous proposition, for sufficiently small sw , one has 2 > n. In addition,
from (3.27), 1 > ˇı5. Hence, 21 > nˇı5 D o. Therefore, .rP ; kP ; tP / is
asymptotically stable. □

From this proposition, it is seen that if a D-path is stable, then there exists
a stable P -path with a smaller sw . In the light of the first 2 propositions, it is
obvious that the converse of this proposition cannot be true. Remark that even
if ˇ is close to 0, there may exist an asymptotically stable P -path; but no stable
D-path at all in such a situation.

4. Conclusions

Thus far, we built a dynamical model that reflects Keynes’ effective demand
principle via a simple Robinsonian animal spirits investment function, com-
bined with Keynes-Wicksell adjustment process. We summarize the economic
implication of our three propositions.
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If the adjustment speed of prices in the product market is sufficiently fast
compared to that of money wages in the labour market, irrespective of exter-
nal parameters such as the rate of savings and the pattern of the production

function, the path with
Kc

K
D 0 is not asymptotically stable. Furthermore, a

dynamically stable steady state growth path with full employment is, if ever
it exists, only the path that guarantees scr D n (Pasinetti’s theorem). Con-
versely, if the adjustment speed in the product market is relatively slow, the
dual theorem is true, depending on external parameters and the pattern of the
production function.
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